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Abstract. This study explores in depth the potential and application of smart spatial planning in improving educational equity and resource sharing. The goal is to realize the optimal allocation of educational resources through intelligent space planning technology, and further promote educational equity and resource sharing. In order to achieve this goal, research methods of theoretical analysis and empirical research are adopted. In terms of content, starting from the basic concept of intelligent space planning, it introduces the status quo of its application in the field of education in detail, and explains how it helps to achieve the goals of educational equity and resource sharing. It not only deeply analyzed the challenges faced by the current intelligent space planning in promoting educational equity, improving resource utilization, and optimizing the allocation of educational resources, but also revealed the development trend and possible future development direction of this field. Using specific case studies, it verifies the accuracy of theoretical analysis, demonstrates the effect of intelligent space planning in practical applications, and provides more solid theoretical support.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Research Background and Significance

This paper discusses the challenges of achieving educational equity and resource sharing in a diversified educational environment [1]. It introduces intelligent space planning as a new educational technology and model that uses digital technology and intelligent equipment to better meet educational needs [2]. The paper aims to explore the role of intelligent space planning in promoting educational equity and resource sharing and provide theoretical and practical references for improving the quality and efficiency of education [3].
1.2 Research Status at Home and Abroad

The application of intelligent space planning in education fairness and resource sharing has made progress in China [4]. Intelligent classrooms and campuses have been constructed to improve resource utilization efficiency and promote educational equity. Studies have explored the impact of intelligent classrooms on learning outcomes and the application of intelligent education management [5]. Future advancements in information technology will likely expand the use of intelligent space planning in education [6] (Fig. 1).

2 Basic Concepts and Characteristics of Intelligent Space Planning

2.1 Definition and Development History of Intelligent Space Planning

Intelligent space planning combines digital, information, and intelligence technology to improve space utilization efficiency and management. Its development can be divided into three stages: digitization, modeling, and intelligence. In education, intelligent space planning is advancing through the construction of intelligent classrooms and campuses, improving resource utilization efficiency and educational equity [7].

2.2 Basic Characteristics and Components of Intelligent Space Planning

Intelligent space planning relies on digital, intelligent, visual, and interactive technology. Key components include spatial data acquisition and modeling, analysis and mining, intelligent management, visualization, and interaction technology.

2.3 The Application Status and Future Trend of Intelligent Space Planning in the Field of Education

Intelligent space planning is increasingly used in education, including planning and design of educational places, support for teaching processes, and management and sharing of educational resources. It provides scientific basis for planning and design, assists
teaching processes, and facilitates resource management and distribution. In the future, with continued technological advances, intelligent space planning will further enhance education by improving resource efficiency and equity.

3 Challenges of Educational Equity and Resource Sharing in a Diversified Educational Environment

3.1 The Connotation and Practical Challenges of Educational Equity Under the Background of Diversified Education

Educational equity is complex and diverse, with traditional concepts including fair opportunity, treatment, and result. Challenges to equity include uneven resource distribution, educational conditions, and marketization. Measures to achieve equity include improved resource allocation, teacher training, diversified learning, and intelligent space planning technology for digital resource management and analysis.

3.2 The Connotation and Practical Challenges of Educational Resource Sharing Under the Background of Diversified Education

The sharing of educational resources, including teachers, materials, equipment, and courses, is crucial for rational utilization and allocation of resources, but faces challenges such as uneven allocation, different educational concepts, and intellectual property rights. Diversified sharing is an important issue in education development (Fig. 2).

3.3 Response Strategies of Intelligent Space Planning to Educational Equity and Resource Sharing in a Diversified Educational Environment

Intelligent space planning can provide effective strategies for educational equity and resource sharing in a diverse educational environment. It can be achieved through space...
design, sharing of educational resources, and teaching evaluation and supervision. However, cooperation and support from policy makers, designers, and educators are needed to achieve the goal of intelligent space planning.

4 The Role of Intelligent Space Planning in Promoting Educational Equity

4.1 Smart Space Planning Provides Equal Learning Opportunities and Conditions

Intelligent space planning promotes educational equity by providing equal learning opportunities and conditions for students. It optimizes educational space design to meet the diverse learning needs of students and provides personalized educational services utilizing smart technology. Smart space planning also offers equal access to educational technology and resources for all students, especially those from disadvantaged social groups, to help them reach their fullest potential. The goal of smart space planning is to provide equal learning opportunities and conditions to promote educational equity.

4.2 Intelligent Space Planning Promotes Equal Communication and Interaction Between Teachers and Students

Intelligent space planning can promote equal communication and interaction between teachers and students through a virtual communication platform, multimedia teaching resources, personalized education services, and practical teaching environments. These applications can improve the level of educational equity and resource sharing, and provide high-quality educational resources and services to more students.

4.3 Intelligent Space Planning Promotes the Optimization and Sharing of Educational Resources

Intelligent space planning optimizes and shares educational resources through flexible space layout, intelligent equipment configuration, real-time monitoring, data analysis, and online platforms. It improves the accessibility and usability of educational resources, optimizes their allocation and management, and supports interaction and sharing among students and teachers, resulting in a more diverse, personalized, and efficient learning environment (Fig. 3).

5 The Role of Intelligent Space Planning in Promoting the Sharing of Educational Resources

5.1 Intelligent Space Planning Improves the Accessibility and Usability of Educational Resources

Intelligent space planning is a brand-new space planning mode, which can provide people with personalized and intelligent space environment and services. In the field of education, intelligent space planning can effectively improve the accessibility and usability of educational resources, specifically in the following three aspects:
1. Flexible space layout

Intelligent space planning can flexibly carry out space layout and design according to different teaching needs and scenarios, thereby improving the accessibility and usability of educational resources. For example, in a traditional classroom environment, due to fixed space and simple equipment, students’ learning methods and teachers’ teaching methods are relatively single, making it difficult to meet individualized and diverse learning needs. In the environment of intelligent space planning, different learning spaces and equipment can be flexibly configured according to students’ hobbies, learning abilities and needs, so as to provide students with a more diverse and personalized learning environment and experience.

2. Intelligent equipment and technology

Smart space planning can improve the availability and accessibility of educational resources by integrating various intelligent devices and technologies. For example, in an intelligent learning space, equipment such as intelligent projectors, electronic whiteboards, and intelligent chairs can be installed to help teachers conduct teaching and resource sharing more efficiently. At the same time, intelligent equipment and technology can also help students obtain and utilize educational resources more conveniently, such as online libraries, intelligent classroom aids, etc., and improve the usability and accessibility of educational resources.

3. Personalized and diverse learning styles

Intelligent space planning can provide more flexible and personalized learning methods according to students’ individualized and diverse learning needs. For example, in the
intelligent learning space, multimedia equipment, intelligent learning tools, virtual reality equipment, etc. can be configured to help students understand the learning content more comprehensively and deeply, and improve learning effect and learning interest. At the same time, intelligent space planning can also use artificial intelligence and other technologies to provide personalized learning suggestions and feedback based on students’ learning status and performance, thereby helping students use educational resources more efficiently.

5.2 Intelligent Space Planning Optimizes the Allocation and Management of Educational Resources

Intelligent space planning in education can optimize the allocation and management of resources in the following ways:

1. Real-time monitoring of students’ learning status and performance
2. Analyze and optimize the use efficiency and cost of educational resources
3. Provide intelligent educational resources and services

5.3 Intelligent Space Planning Supports the Interaction and Sharing of Educational Resources

Intelligent space planning is a brand-new space planning mode, which can provide people with personalized and intelligent space environment and services. In the field of education, intelligent space planning can promote the circulation and sharing of educational resources by supporting the interaction and sharing of educational resources, specifically in the following three aspects:

1. Provide an intelligent resource sharing platform

   Intelligent space planning can build an intelligent educational resource sharing platform to provide students and teachers with efficient and convenient resource sharing services. For example, through the intelligent online education platform and learning management system, students can easily obtain various learning resources, exchange learning experiences and share learning results, thereby promoting the circulation and sharing of educational resources.

2. Support interaction and collaboration between teachers and students

   Smart space planning can provide a variety of interaction and cooperation methods to help teachers and students interact and share educational resources more efficiently and conveniently. For example, through intelligent teaching tools and equipment, students can interact and communicate with teachers in real time, quickly obtain teaching resources and feedback from teachers, and improve the efficiency and quality of the use of educational resources.

3. Encourage mutual help and sharing among students

   Smart space planning can encourage mutual assistance and sharing among students, and improve the efficiency and quality of educational resource sharing. For example,
through intelligent social networks and online communities, students can easily meet peers and share learning experiences and resources, thereby promoting the interaction and sharing of educational resources.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

This paper has embarked on an explorative journey to understand how smart space planning can be instrumental in promoting educational equity and resource sharing. Through our extensive discussion, we have discerned that smart space planning enhances educational equity by optimizing resource allocation, facilitating communication, and creating personalized learning environments. It optimizes the use of physical and digital spaces, ensuring equal opportunities and fair conditions for learning. This optimization is a crucial step towards reducing discrepancies arising from uneven resource distribution.

Through an emphasis on real-time communication, smart space planning encourages and nurtures a healthy dialogue between teachers and students, thereby eradicating any latent barriers to educational equity. Furthermore, by leveraging technology and personalized learning spaces, we cater to diverse learning needs and styles, effectively moving towards a more inclusive education framework. The potential of smart space planning in education has been illuminated through our specific case studies. These examples have shown that the correct and insightful application of smart space planning can have a significant and beneficial impact on the educational landscape. Intelligent space planning, as evidenced in our case studies, can foster a learning environment that is more interactive, efficient, and conducive to individual learning needs.

In terms of future research and applications, our study has only touched the tip of the iceberg. There is a vast scope for exploring how intelligent space planning can further contribute to an increasingly diversified educational landscape. Additionally, research is needed to address the challenges that intelligent space planning faces, particularly with respect to the use of technology, policy implementation, and the understanding of diverse educational needs. In the years to come, we anticipate that intelligent space planning will become an integral part of the education system, promoting equal access to education and efficient resource sharing. This prediction aligns with the emerging trends in technological advances and the rising importance of individualized and flexible learning methods. The future of intelligent space planning, thus, appears to be filled with exciting prospects and opportunities.
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